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kuku.mit.edu 732 likes. kuku.mit.edu is a free and open university that welcomes students from all backgrounds. Since 1996, MIT has put its stamp of
approval on nearly 31,000 students. MIT World Online Hosted by MIT's Alumni Association (MITAA), MIT World Online (MITWORLD) is an online community

of thousands of alumnae, former students, and the alumni’s families and friends.Q: Is there a way to give a message to the parent form from a child
form? A quick question, I have an application with a main form which is opened from a Dialog box. This main form has a public method which is called by
a child form (to get a text file from an internet web service). The problem is that everytime i call this method on my main form, the application throw and

error saying that the child form have no parent which is known only through the main form. This is a very easy problem to solve using properties, but
since i have many methods i had to avoid them. Is there a way to tell the main form that the child form has been created? Regards, A: You could have

both MainForm and ChildForm instantiate a third intermediary form(s) that both these forms could refer to. You could then (at any point) switch out your
dialog-for-dialog using one for the intermediary form. If you have both forms living in the same class then you can access them without more boilerplate,

like this: public partial class MainForm { private ChildForm child = new ChildForm(); public void SomeMethod() { child.SomeMethod(); } // etc. } public
partial class ChildForm { private MainForm main = new MainForm(); public void SomeMethod() { main.SomeMethod(); } // etc. } Otherwise, put both of
the forms in a base class and access them from the forms that are instantiating them (only the main form would contain the intermediary form): public

class ParentForm { private ChildForm 6d1f23a050
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